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Robust Flight Control: A Design Example
S. Norm an Franklin •
Systems Control Technology, lnc., Palo Alto, Calif.
and

Juergen Ackermannt
DFVLR Oberpfaffenhofen, Wessling, West Germany
A novel parameter space method is used as a tool for the design of a robust stabilization system for the short·
period longitudinal mode of a flghter aircraft. The example is an F-4E with additional horizontal canards.
Robustness is achieved, in the sense Ihat mllitary specificatlons for damping and natural frequency are satisfied,
by a constant controller in spite of perturbations. The perturbations are changing flight conditions and undetected sensor failures. The resulting controller structure requires two gyros and one accelerometer. The
system, including actuator dynsmies and feedback dynamics, is of sixth order and, in the design, four free
controller parameters have been assumed. Practical consideratlons are Iaken into account, such as bandwidth
Iimitation below structural vibratlon frequencies, acluator limitations, and relaxed emergency specifications in
failure Situations.

Nomenclature
N,

q
x
c5,
wsp
lsp

=normal acceleration
= pitch rate
= state vector = [N,qc5,] T
= deviation of eievator deflection from trim position
= short-period natural frequency
=short-period damping

Introduction
NEW tool for the design of robust control systems was
introduced recently. 1 Parallel to the theoretical
development of this so-called "X-space design," a simplified
flight control problern was studied and the results are
presented in this paper.
Control theory does not provide general design methods for
the control of a nonlinear, elastic a ircraft. Thus, the control
system design is performed with simplified linear models and
refined in simulations. The X-space method applied in this
paper is a tool to find admissible sets of parameters in an
assumed controller structure. The following assumptions are
made:
I) Structural vibrations are not included in the design
model. However, the control system bandwidth is limited, in
order to avoid excitation of structural modes.
2) The aircraft d ynamics are linearized for small deviations
from stationary flight. Lateral and longitudinal motion are
separated. Thus, all results are only necessary, not sufficient,
for the stability of the aircraft.
3) Only the short period longitudinal mode is considered in
this design example, i.e., second-order dynamics. The actuator is modelled as a first-order low pass with transfer
function 14/ (s+ 14), its state variable is the deviation of the
elevator deflection from its trim position. II is not fed back,
because this would require an est imate of the trim position.
4) In order to simplify the design for robustness with
respect to accelerometer and gyro failures, the state equations
are written in sensor coordinates, i.e., the state vector is
x T = [N~qc5, ]. Thus
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The design example was an F-4E with additiona l horizontal
canards, see Fig. 1. Data for four typical flight conditions
were taken from Ref. 2 and are given in the Appendix. The
eigenvalue locations of the short period mode are given in
Table I.
The ai rcraft is unstable in subsonic flight, and insufficiently
damped in supersonic fligh t, such that adequate handling
properlies must be provided by the control system. Note that
in stationary flight the elevator and canard are not used independently. The commanded deflections are coupled as
Öccom

= -0.7

U

where the factor -0.7 was chosen for minimum drag. Thus,
the short-period mode stabilization is a single-in pul problem.
5) Actuator constraints on lul and Iu I arenot formulated
as hard boundaries. However, in the selection of a design
point from the admissible set of solutions, the requ ired max
Iu I should be kept small.
6) The required closed-loop eigenvalue locations are given
by military specifications for flying qualities of p iloted airplanes. 3 For the short period mode described by

(2)
the restricted range of damping and natural frequency is
0.35st,P sl.3

(3)

for normal operating conditions, and
(4)

for emergency conditions, where w•• wb• and w, depend on the
flight condition, are given in the Appendix for the four
conditions considered here. Figure 2 shows the nominal
region r,. Eq. (3), Iogether with the open-loop eigenvalues for
a subsonic flight condition j. Damping greater than 1 in Eq.
(3) corresponds to two real eigenvalues. Equation (3) would
admit some real pairs of poles with one of them outside the
region r j. In the following, no use is made of thi s possibility
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Table 1 Flight conditions and corresponding open-loop eigenvalues
Flight
conditio n
{FC)
I

2
3
4

Mach
no.

Allitude ,
fl

Open-loop
short-period
eigenvalues

0. 5
0. 85
0.9
1.5

5000
5000
35 ,000
35,000

-3 .07
1.23
- 4.90
1.78
0.56
- 1.87
- 0.87 ±) 4.3

Fig. 1 F-4E with horizontal canards.
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because JC-space design assumes a boundary w = w ( a ). For all
real pairs inside r 1, Eq . (3) is satisfied. We require that the
closed-loop short-period poles of each flight condition j = I ,
2, 3, 4, a re located in the respective region r 1.
7) The military specifications do not contain requirements
for the location of additional closed-loop poles originating
from actuator or feedback dynamics. Quick response is
essential for a fighter, therefore, the non-short-period
eigenvalues should not unnecessarily slow the dynamic
response. In order to keep them fast enough, and separate
from the short-period eigenvalues, an additiona l region to the
left of r 1 is prescribed. The damping requirement t :z:0.35 is
kept from Eq. (3), and a natural frequency range wb :S w :S wd,
wd = 70 rad/s is chosen in the first design step, in order to
maintain a bandwidth Iimitation. lt is desirable to reduce wd
further, since the first structural mode is at approximately 85
rad/ s. The extended region is shown in Fig. 2. Plotted in
dashed lines is the emergency region r EJ • E_q . (4), for which no
distinction between different eigenvalues is made, and w d is
chosen as before.
8) The assumed type of sensor failure is that the nominal
gain v = I is reduced to some value 0 :Sv :SI, and an additional
bias or noise term is added at the sensor output. As fa r as
eigenvalue location is concerned, only the multiplicative error
by gain reduction is important. It is desired that , after failure
of any one sensor, the eigenvalues remain in r 1 for all flight
conditions j = I , 2, 3, 4, and in r Ei after any two sensor
failures. Since the open-loop does not meet the emergency
requirement, at least three sensors are needed. This may be
any combination of gyros and accelerometers. This
robustness , with respect to sensor failure, guarantees that no
instability occurs immediately after the failure . Failure
detection may still be necessary to remove the additive error
of a failed sensor, however this is not vital for stabilization
and may be performed in a time scale, which depends on the
magnitude of the additive error. A safe decision with low
probability of false alarms will be fast for a full scale output
and slow if the sensor sticks at the last indicated value.
The objective of this paper is to investigate how well such
requirements can be met using a fixed-gain controller. The
simplest controller structure would be static output feedback
(5)

I

I
I
I
I

If necessary, dynamic feedback may be used . The design
philosophy is that gain scheduling, adaptive control, and
redundancy management may be used at a higher hierarchical
Ievel, with slower dynamics, if this is necessary to achieve
higher performance. The basic Ievel or back-up system,
however, should be an extremely simple fixed-gain robust
control system . In addition to eigenvalue requirements, the
step responsealso has to meet some inequality constraints.' In
Ref. 2, bounds are specified for the step response of the
outputvariable
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Flg. 2 Flight condltlonj. Short-period poles must be shifted into r1 .
Nonshort-perlod poles s 1 such that wb < ls1 1 <wd, and damping
> 0.35. Allpoles in emergency region YEJ after two sensor failures.

c• =

(N,

+ 12.43 q) / C"'

(6)

where the stationary value, C"', is used for normalization. In
the present problem, it was easy to meet this requirement in a
final design step by a prefilter at the pilot input.
Very few university courses teach such design considerations. We have to Iook into the practice of aircraft
companies to learn how valuable the control engineer's tool
box is. Some Observations are:
I) Linear quadratic design approach is useful to reduce
implicitly the required control magnitude Iu I. In continuous
time, and with full-state measurement without observer, it
guarantees gain and phase margins.
2) Bode diagrams are convenient to achieve gain and phase
margins, and a bandwidth Iimitation below the frequency
range of structural vibrations . Thus, robustness with respect
to modelling inaccuracy at high frequencies is achieved .
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3) Root locus design is helpful to meet the pole region
requirement.
It is more the designer's experience than the quality of these
tools that makes a good designo In fact, none of these tools is
really good for all aspects of the problemo Robustness, with
respect to changing flight condition, is usually achieved by
designs for some typical altitudes and speeds, and interpolation between these feedback gains via gain scheduling o
The control engineer usually requires that the sensors must
not fail, i.eo, gyro and accelerometer are quadruplexed, and
fast and reliable failure detection is vital for stabilizationo lt
may be conjectured that better solutions exist, since the shortperiod mode is observable by one gyro or one accelerometer
aloneo
In this paper, a novel design tool for constant robust
controllers is applied, namely 3<:-space designo 1 lts
development was motivated by problems of the type described
aboveo In the next section, this method is briefly reviewed,
then a design for robustness with respect to different flight
conditions is shown, and finally the system is redesigned for
robustness with respect to gyro and accelerometer failureso
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kTEKr if and only if pTEPro lt was shown in Ref. I, that for
state feedback, Eqo (9), this is accomplished by an affine
mapping

F= [pT I] E

(10)

where the pole assignment matrix E describing the plant is
determined by a controllable pair A, b as follows:
Let
R=[b Abo

o

o

A•- 1 b]

eT=[Oo

o

o

0 I]R - 1

Then

E=

( II)

Pole Region Assignment
The most essential aspect of 3<:-space design is pole region
assignment. 1 Other features will be discussed later using the
design exampleo If a Iradeoff with other design requirements
has to be made, it is not satisfactory to find one solution, for
which all eigenvalues are in their respective regions ins-plane,
eogo, by pole placement or root locus techniques o lt is
desirable to find a/1 such solutionso This is achieved by
mapping the region r in s-plane into a region Pr in the
parameter space CP of coefficients of the desired characteristic
polynomial first. Then Pr is mapped into a corresponding
region Kr in the parameter space of feedback gainso The first
step only deals with properlies of polynomialso
0

All principal properlies of the regions can be studied in the
canonical parameter space CPO A system (A,b) is interpreted
as an affine mapping from CP-space to 3<:-spaceo
Foreach pair A P bj, a different mapping Ej results, and the
solution set is the intersection of the regions Krj in 3<:-spaceo
Graphical representation of such regions is easy for n = 2, and
possible for n = 3 by computer graphicso For higher system
Orders the design may proceed stepwise by fixing n- 2, gains
in each stepo Also, for outpul feedback, some gains are fixed o
By Eqo (10), each fixed gain k; implies a linear relationship
k; = [p TI] T/;• where T/; is the ith column of Eo lf only two
gains remain free, it is convenient to write P(s) as
P(s) =

=[pT I][/ s o os•]T=IT<s-s;)
0

R ( s) Q(s)
0

(7)

i=j

T he problern is: Find the region Pr in CP-space, such that
pTEPr if, and only if, s;Er for i= 1,2,o oono The boundaries of
Pr, fo r a connected region r with two real axis intersections at
u L and uR, consists of three parts corresponding to the cases
that a real eigenvalue crosses the boundary ins-plane at uL, or
at uR, or a complex conjugate pair crosses the complex
boundaryo For the real values, these boundaries in CP-space
are the n- I dimensional hyperplanes P( uL) = 0 and
P(uR) = 00

0

0

For the complex case
0

P(s) = (s- u-jw) (s-u+ jw) oR(s)
(12)

(8)

w1 (u) is the complex boundary of the eigenvalue region ro
The complex boundary may be defined piecewise as in Figo 2o
The complex, and the two real boundaries, partition the CPspace into regions distinguished by the location of the
eigenvalues relative to ro Only that region is of interest for
which all eigenvalues are in r
In the second step, a controller structure is assumed, eogo,
state feedba ck

where S is a (n -2) x (n + l ) matrix and t T is a I x(n+ l)
vectoro Let kJ be the fixed gains, which, for convenience, are
chosen to be the last n - 2 gains in k T Then
0

0

(9)

and the region Pr is mapped into a region Kr in the Controller
parameter space X with coordinates k 1 ,k1 oook. such that

,r

We can now express
by the known gains
substitute thi s to obtain
(q 0 , q 1 )

kr

0

kJ and q 0 ,

q 1 and
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Explicitly

k Nz

-0.30 -025

-020

-015

-010

-005

000

L---~--~---L--~---~~. .~0

rT = (kJ;- tTEb) (SEb)

- I

W2=3.5

kJ;(q 0 ,q 1 ) = (rTS+tT)E0

By kJ;(q 0,q1 ) points q 0 , q 1 on the boundary of rare mapped
into the k 1 -krplane, where k[;= [ k 1 k 2 J. For the real
boundaries at uL and uR, q 0 +q 1 uL +ui =0 and q 0 +q 1 uR
+ u~ = 0, respectively, and for the complex boundary by Eq.
(8), q 0 =u 2 +w 2 (u) and q 1 = -2u.
This tool will be applied to the aircraft example in the next
section.

-1

-2

Robustness with Respect to Flight Condition
The first design objective will be to design an output
feedback controller, Eq . (5), which meets the nominal pole
region requirements at all four flight conditions .
With rT=r 0 , k[=k3 =0, and E= [71 1 71 2 71 3 l. Eq. (13)
becomes
[ kN<KqJ

= [-

[Oq 0 q 1 1]713

[qo qi 1 01711

-3
[qo QJ 1 0)

]

+ [0 Qo qg lJ · ['11'12]

(14)

For various values of u fi rst w 2 (u) on the complex
boundary was determined, then q 0 =u 2 +w 2 (u) and q 1 =
-2u, and finally kN<(u) and kq(u) by Eq. (14). This was
plotted in the (kN< -kq)-plane Iogether with the real
boundaries.
The boundary for flight condition 2 is shown in Fig. 3. On
a-b, eigenvalues are on the lower natural frequency boundary
w,P = 3.5; on b-c, they are on the damping 0.35 lines. At c, a
real root boundary takes over; on c-d, the actuator eigenvalue
is at u= -70. On d-e, a real short-period eigenvalue is at the
upper natural frequency Iimit u=- 12.6; and for e-a, the
actuator eigenvalue is at u = - 12.6. The condition for having
no real root u = - 3.5 is satisfied in the total region. This
region Rnom2 is bounded by two straight lines, c-d and d-a,
resulting from real root conditions and by the two complex
boundary curves a-b and b-c. Note that the boundaries in splane are conic sections and, thus, a-b and b-c are segments of
conic section also.
The regions R noml - R nom4 for the other flight conditions
were found by mapping the eigenvalue constraints for each
flight condition into the kN<- kq·plane. These four regions
have the intersection Rnom shown in Fig. 4. Thus, robustness
with respect to changing flight conditions can be achieved by
static outpul feedback of the accelerometer and gyro signals.
More precisely, all eigenvalues at all four flight conditions are
in their prescribed regions in s-plane if, and only if, the pair
k N<' K q is chosen in the region R nom .
As an example, choose the design point Q 1, i.e., kN< =
-0.115 , kq= -0.8. The closed-loop eigenvalues are given in
Table2.
The selection of a design point in Rnom is a tradeoff, in
which the designer learns which requirements are conflicting,
e.g., structural vibrations are most critical in flight condition
2 (high speed, low altitude). They can be reduced by avoiding
the vicinity of the u2 = -70 boundary. Low damping is most
critical at the supersonic flight condition 4. Damping can be
increased by avoiding the vicinity of the
= 0.35 boundary.
Sluggish responses in landing approach would occur in the
vicinity of the u 1 = - 2.02 boundary. The u 1 = - 7.23
boundary is only necessary in order to separate actuator and
short period poles; the design point may be chosen close to
this boundary . Let us assume that the designer wants to

r4

Fig. 3 R 0 0 m2 =X-plane region, for which eigenvalues of flight
conditions 2 in y 2 •

kNz

-0.25

-0.20

-0.15

-0.10

-0.05

0.00
0.0

L__~_L_~---l...~~L.._~_L_~-+

-0.5
kq

-1.0

-1.5

-21)
Fig. 4 R m = intersection of nominal regions for four flight conditions. RlW nom = reduced region for tighter bounds. g 1 = small-gain
solution, requires smaller Iu I than g 2 and g 3 , and avoids structural
vibration frequencies.
Table 2 Closed-loop eigenvalues for design Q1

Flight
condition
(FC)

I
2
3
4

Short-period eigenvalues
Natural
Damping
frequency
0.94
0.61
0.79
0.55

4.68
9.18
4.63
8.11

Actuator
eigenvalue
- 18.31
-37.29
-17.78
-27.04
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1.500.----- --0.4

- 0.3

-0.2

-0.1

- - - -------,

0.0

L------L------~-----L--~~ro

(*

0.9

-1
kq

-2

-3
Belradi

-0.0400

-4
Fig. 5 Nominal region Rnom and emergency region Rem do not
intersect the axes k q =0 or k Nt = 0.

tighten the eigenvalue location regions. Figure 5 shows the
reduced region RJ/,/n, where the high-frequency Iimit has been
lowered from 70 to 50 rad/s, the minimum damping has been
increased to 0.5 and the minimum short-period frequency has
been increased by 5011Jo for each flight condition. Any gain
chosen from R ~~~, would meet these tighter requirements at
all four flight conditions.
Another design aspect is the actuator constraint. The
maximum required Iu I satisfies
lul

= lk 'xl ::sllkHixll

(15)

Iu I is kept small by choosing a smallllk ll , i.e. , a design point
close to the origin. T his design aspect is further illustrated by
some simulations for the points g 1, g 2 , and g3 in Fig. 4. Fora
pilot input filter 1/ (s + 6) the corresponding C* step
responses, and elevator deflections o,, are shown in Fig. 6. It
is seen that by going from g 2 to g 1 the maximum lu l is
reduced by 50%. Such a low gain solution also reduces the
effect of sensor noise, i.e., feedback of k r (x+ .:U) instead of
k r x. The safety margin of g 1 from the boundary provides
robustness with respect to inaccurate controller implementation k r +AkT instead of k r_ g 1 is a "soft control"
solution; for a fight er, g 2 may be more desirable.

Robustness with Respect to Sensor Failures
As far as stability is concerned, a failure of the accelerometer (gyro) is equivalent to a reduction of ktvz (kq)
from the nominal value to zero or some value in between.
Figure 4 shows that the nominal region does not intersect the
axes, thus it is not possible to maintain nominal specifications
after either failure. Even the emergency region, shown in Fig.
5, does not intersect with the axes. In this, and all following
figures, all regions are intersections for the four flight conditions.
The simplest idea would be to use two paralleled accelerometers and two paralleled gyros as in Fig. 7. Taking Q 1
in Fig. 5 as the nominal design point, the 50% gain reduction
points F and G are in the emergency region. This solution,
however, requires four sensors.
A general dynamic feedback structure was assumed in Ref.
I. This, however, increases the number of free design
parameters significantly. Therefore, a more heuristic approach was taken here to introduce feedback filters. The basic
idea is to replace one of the accelerometers (gyros) in Fig. 7 by

-0 1200
-0.2000 -+-- - - - - - , - - - - . - - - - --.------1
0.0
OS
10
15
2.0
T1me(secondsl

Fig. 6 c• responses and elevator deHeclions ö, for fligh t condilion 1
showing effects of lk I. g 1 is the small gain solulion.

F-4E

Fig. 7 Paralleled gyros and accelerometers.

an estimate N, (q) of N, (q) generated by the gyro (accelerometer). Observers are not particularly useful for the
following reasons:
I) If we want to avoid the additional difficulties of an
adaptive observer, we have to use a fixed-gain observer, for
which separation holds only for one particular flight condition.
2) After sensor failure, u is still fed into the observer, thus
for the accelerometer (gyro) failure case, the three gains
multiplying N,, q, q (N,, N,, q) must be considered in the
design .
Therefore, feedback dynamics are introduced in the form
of two stable filters connected to N, and q. This results in the
structure of Fig. 8. A suggestion of Kreisselmeier 4 is to choose
filter I (2) such that the transfer function from u to q(N, ) is
approximately equal to the transfer function from u to
q(N.). Since the transfer functions to the two sensors have
the same denominators, this means cancellation of plant zeros
by filter poles and their replacement by the zeros of the other
channel as filter zeros. Fortunately, the gain ratio is almost
constant in all flight conditions, but the zero locations vary ,
and cancellation can be correct only for one particular flight
condition. Thus, in any case k 1 =k4 =KN,!2 and
k 1 = k 3 =kq/2 is only an initial guess, and a redesign in the
four dimensional parameters pace with coordinates k 1 , k 2 ,
k 3 , and k 4 is necessary.
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u

d

Flg. 8 Dynamic outpul feedback with filters F 1 (s), F1 (s).

·-

-0.04

-0.02

-- - - ----+ - - - --+--

k4
0
--+--k1
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Thc zeros approximately cancelled by s+ 0.98 varied from
- 1.57 to -0.637 on the negative real axis. Thus, the fi lter
pole at s= - 0.98 is weakly controllable from u and,
therefore, remains a lmost unchanged by feedback. The
resulting closed-loop pole in the neighborhood of s = - 0.98
was exempted fr om the eigenvalue constraint, because it has
littlc effect on thc time response.
The same recipe did not work for F 1 (s), which, except for
the term 10/ (s+IO), is the inverse of F1 (s). Here the approximate cancellation of s1 + 1.172 s + 49.9 occurs close to
the imaginary axis, such that almost undamped oscillations
were introduced by inaccurate cancellation. Since eigenvalue
locations will be studied exactly in the (k 1,k1 ,k 3 ,k 4 )parameter space , another filter also may be used for
producing an independent feedback signal, which is
signi ficantly different in phase from N,. In o rder to achieve a
90 deg phase advance at low frequencies, rate feedback was
chosen with a filter
F 1 (s) =s/ (s+ 15)
(17)

-0.05

1=1.65

-0.1

02=-70
Flg. 9 Emergency reglon for gyro fallure.

- 0.1

- ---·-- -- --- -- ----t - -

0

0

0

0

0

0.543

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

q

-1
_

_

1

k ,-o_o3~ .k ~ , - 01

- - - - k1' k~ ,Q

Flg. 10 Two-dlmenslonal cross sectlons of four-dimensional region
in X-space.

The cancell ation idea, applied to averaged zero locations of
the q-channel, Ieads to a transfer function

s 1 + 1.1 72s+49.9
10
(16)
F1 (s ) =0.543
(s+ 0. S)
9
s+IO
The term 10/ (s+ 10) was included in order to make the filter
realizable. lt will be shown that this filter produces the expected results for accelero meter failure.

(18)
Parameter space design was performed in the following
sequence of !wo-dimensional cross sections of the fourdimensional parameter space JC:
I) Gyro failure case, i.e., k 1 = k 3 =0. Fixing k 1 and k 4 •
2) Accelerometer failure case, i.e., k 1 = k 4 = 0. Admissible
k 1 - k 3 -region in this plane.
3) Unfailed case with k 1 and k 4 fixed by step I. Admissible
k 1 - k 3 -region in this plane. Intersection with result of step 2.
4) Inclusion of a third sensor, here a parallel gyro.
In the gyro failure case, k 1 k 3 = 0, there is no intersection
of the nominal regions of all four flight conditions, the intersection of the emergency regions is shown in Fig. 9. Since
this region does not allow much variation of k 1 and k 4 , the
values k 1 = -0.034, k 4 = - 0.1 were fixed ( Q1 in Fig. 9). For
the accelerometer failure case, k 1 = k 4 = 0, the nominal region
is shown in Fig. 10 in dashed lines.

=
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u

F- 4 E

Fig. 11 Final conlroller configuralion, with
two gyros and one acceleromcter.

Dpen-loop

Unfa1led c:osed-loop

t1me l s~c l
Fig. 12a
systems.

c•

Fa1lure of one gyr o
and the accelerometer

Fa1lure of both gyros

t1me I secl

time Isec I

t1meI secI

responses for the open-loop and unfailed closed-loop

Fa1lure of one gyro

Fa1lure of the
accelerometer

Fig. 12c

c• responses after failure of lwo sensors.

In the unfailed case, we Iook at the !wo-dimensional cross
section k 1 = -0.034, k 4 = - 0.1. The resulting nominal and
emergency regions for k 1 and k 1 are shown in solid lines in
Fig. 10. In the intersection, with vertices a, b, c, d, the
nominal specifications are satisfied in the unfailed case and
after accelerometer failure.
The desired property, that the system maintains nominal
conditions after any one sensor failure, cannot be met in the
assumed controller structure, if the remaining sensors are
accelerometers. The effect of two paralleled gyros can be
discussed by Fig. 10. The gain reduction now occurs
simultaneously in k 1 and k 1 • Let k 1 = - 0.957, k 1 = -0.1,
i.e. , point Q1 in Fig. 10. The 500Jo gain reduction point Q 1 !2
is inside the emergency region . It is beyond the w4 = 11.8
boundary of the nominal region. Thus, at least in flight
condition four, the separation between short-period and
nonshort-period modes is not maintained.
Point Q1 with k r = [ - 0.034 - 9.95 7 -0.1 - 0. 1) was
selected. In addition to this nominal case, the following
failure situations have been considered:
I) Failure of one gyro:
F= [ -0.034 -0.4785 - 0.05 -0.1)
t1me l secl
Fig. 12b

l1melsecl

c• responses after failure of one sensor.

2) Failure of the accelerometer:
F= [0

-0.957

- 0.1

OJ
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3) Failure of one gyro and the accelerometer:

-0.05

responses have been shaped by the prefilter at the pilot input,
as shown in Fig. 11. They satisfy the bounds given in Ref. 2.
A more detailed version of this paper is available in Ref. 5.

0)

4) Failure of both gyros: k r = [ 0.034 0 0

J. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

- 0.1)

Conclusions

The closed-loop eigenvalues for all cases and flight
conditions are given in the Appendix. As designed, the
eigenvalues are in their nominal regions in the nominal case,
and in the failure cases 2 and 3. They are in the emergency
region in case 4. In case I, FC 2 and 4, the closed-loop poles
originating from the actuator, have entered into the region of
the short-period eigenvalues. This, however, is no violation of
the nominal military specifications. In summary: The military
specifications for the short-period eigenvalues are met in a ll
four flight conditions in the nominal case, in both cases of a
single sensor failure, and even in the case of accelerometer
and gyro failure. For both gyros failed, only emergency
conditions are met. This indicates that the gyro is the much
more important sensor.
The final controller configuration is shown in Fig. 11.
Figure 12 shows the c• step responses. lt is seen here also
that, without gyro, it is difficult to find a compromise between sluggish response in landing approach and insufficient
damping at high speed and high altitude, i.e., between the
w I = 1.65 and the r6 = 0.15 boundaries in Fig. 9. The c· step

lt has been demonstrated that the new X-space design
technique can be successfully applied to realistic problems.
The resulting flight control system is of sixth order and, for
the design, four free controller parameters have been
assumed. Four parameter sets fo r the flight conditions and
five controller structures resulting from various failure
situations, i.e, 4 x 5 = 20 cases, have been considered
simultaneously in the design.
In addition to this design method , the result may also be of
interest to flight control engineers:
1) For an unstable or insufficiently damped airplane, it was
possible to meet the military specifications for a wide range of
flight conditions with a constant controller without the usual
gain scheduling.
2) Required eigenvalue regions can be made robust with
respect to various sensor failures, such that failure detection is
not vital for stabilization.
3) The gyro is the most important sensor. In fact, in a later
study 6 an alternative solution using three gyros and no accelerometer was given.

Appendix
Table JA
Mach =
Altitude=

an
a/1
aJJ
au
an
a1J

b,

Aerodynamic data for Eq. (I)

FC I
0.5
5000 ft

FC2
0.85
5000 ft

FC3
0.9
35,000 ft

- 0.9896
17.41
96. 15
0.2648
-0.85 12
- 11.39
- 97.78

-1.702
50.72
263.5
0.2201
-1.418
-31.99
-272.2

-0.6607
18.1 I
84.34
0.08201
-0.6587
- 10.81
-85.09

TableAJ
Nominal

One gyro failed

Acceierometer
fa iled
Accelerometer
and one gyro
failed
Both gyros failed

All sensors failed
( = opcn loop)

TableA2

FC4
1.5
35,000 ft

Military speclflcatlons for flying qualities,
see Eqs. (3) and (4)

Natural
frequency, rad/s

-0.5162
26.96
178.9
- 0.6896
- 1.225
- 30.38
- 175.6

FCI

FC2

FC3

FC4

3.29
11.8
2.49

wa

2.02

3.50

2.19

Wb

7.23
1.53

12.6
2.65

7.86
1.65

Wc

Closed-loop elgenvalues • for lhe system of Fig. 11

FC3

FC I
(0.64, 4.85)
(0.78, 12.9)
- 27.6
-0.89
(0.52, 4.29)
(0.89, 9.88)
-3 1.76
- 0.89

FC2
(0.84, 5.66)
(0.66, 15.5)
- 48.13
- 1.43
(0.94, 6.28)
(0.53, 10.3)
-55.5
- 1.35

(0.61' 4.98)
(0.79, 12.3)
-26. 5
-0.67
(0.49, 4.4)
(0.9, 9.76)
-30.1
-0.70

(0.65' 4.38)
(0.56, 18.1)
- 15
- 0.87
(0.59, 3.66)
(0.74, 14.7)
-15
-0.86
(0.80, I. 77)
-5.78
-10
- 35.33
- 0.98
1.23
-3.07
-10
- 14
- 15
-0.98

(0.72, 4.62)
(0.35, 28.3)
- 15
- 1.62
(0.69, 4.24)
(0.50, 20.8)
- 15
- 1.70
(0.27, 6.73)
-3.54
- 10
-61.43
- 0.98
1.78
-4.90
-10
- 14
- 15
- 0.98

(0.62, 4.46)
(0.60, 16. 9)
- 15
-0.62
(0.54, 3.76)
(0.77, 14.0)
-15
-0.61
(0.43, 2.34)
- 6.44
-10
- 33.27
- 0.98
0.56
- 1.87
- 10
- 14
- 15
-0.98

°Camplex eigenvalues s 1 + 2ws + w 1 are written ( t.w) . The short-period eigenvalues are listed first.

FC4
(0.77 , 6.4)
(0.66, 13.2)
- 37. 1
- 0.88
(0.9 1, 7.84)
(0.45' 8. 33)
- 42.5
- 0.91
(0.68, 5.26)
(0.42, 22.3)
- 15
-0.86
(0.61' 5.48)
(0.58, 16.5)
- 15
-0.88
(0.16, 6.27)
-5.35
- 10
- 46.98
-0.98
(0.20, 4.4)
- 10
- 14
-15
-0.98
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